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A PERSONAL VIEW OF THE SCIENCE OF PSYCHOLOGY
Introduction
The topic of this paper is My Personal View of the Science of Psychology. It incorporates
the textbook and journal readings from my coursework, and integrates those with the ideas and
experiences that I brought with me from prior education and from my life experiences.

What science is (and is not)
According to Rosenberg (2006), the definition of what science is depends on whether one
is a philosopher, an empiricist, a theorist, a reductionist, a feminist, a pragmatist, a naturalist or
an epistemic relativist. To one, an observation is meaningless without an underlying paradigm,
theory or preconception; to another, all conclusions must be framed in terms of social context or
role. The pragmatic empiricist asserts that philosophical and theoretical considerations are
empty until real-world observations have been made, whereas a reductionist might claim that
final answers can never be reached.
For me, science must be an integrated combination of, in the first place, theory developed
from the history and philosophy of man’s search for the meaning of his existence in a
bewildering universe with, in the second place, an openness to what is actually revealed through
research methodologies that are both rigorous and inclusive. To many philosophers of science,
there appears to be an inescapable disparity between rigor and inclusivity; instead, I view one as
supporting the other; otherwise, the methodological rigor could become mechanical and
unyielding, and thereby miss important nuances, and the inclusivity might become a sloppy
hodge-podge.
Some authors (Dawkins, 1997; Dias, 2010) view science as a sort of religion, in a
positive sense. They see it as a system for imparting comfort and understanding, with the
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practitioner as a kind of minister – an authoritative figure who has the answers to their clients’
problems.

Is psychology a science?
According to Laungani (2004), psychology must acknowledge its roots in philosophy and
theory; otherwise, he said, this discipline would fall to the level of New Age seminars and
cookbook recipes. To me, this means that psychology could be a science if, in general, it is
practiced as such, with due objectivity, confirmable methodology and reliable statistical
methods. Rychlak’s (2000) and Strong (1991) cautioned us, however, that the client is not some
mechanical object, but must be considered ethically and within the perspectives of wellestablished practices; thus, forcing case studies into the form of a science would not make it a
science, nor even ethical practice. In addition, Dar, Serlin, & Omer (1994) raised serious
questions about the validity of the statistical methods commonly used in psychological research,
and Frick (1996) pointed out that researchers generally ‘adjust’ their alpha levels by employing,
often many, “pseudo-alphas” to compensate for that fact that null-hypothesis testing is usually
too narrowly conceived and cannot take into account the unexpected results with which
psychological research is rife.

What is truth?
Rosenberg (2005) posits that there is no appreciable difference between the accepted
empirical laws of natural science and nomological constructs, as if they were just as true
regardless of how we got to them. However, even Newton’s old, reliable laws of
thermodynamics are true only in carefully delimited spaces, such as on the surface of the earth;
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these laws stop being reliable at subatomic levels, in the centers of stars and nuclear explosions,
at temperatures approaching absolute zero, at astronomical distances or for very large or massive
objects, and so on.
Such conditions apply to the entire universe except for tiny bubbles of Newtonian
rectitude like the surface of our planet. I therefore suggest that we stop using the term ‘law’ quite
so generously and treat useful but limited propositions as either theories or guidelines or similar.
Our edifice of science has even forgotten that, for example, the theory of evolution is only a
theory because a) it can never be finally proven, and b) its logical flaws and unexplained
processes have yet to be satisfied (Gingerich, 2011). Instead, it is usually just one side of a
circular religious argument of which neither side can be proved to the other’s satisfaction.
Most theologians of today seem to be as blind as the rest of us to the "invisible"
(quotation marks because, at least very often, visibility is really a matter of attention (Van Veen,
Krug, Schooler, & Carter, 2009); that is, it depends to a great extent on the condition of the
observer: state of consciousness, alertness, physiology, conditioned attitudes and cultural
vocabulary. In other cultures it is expected that the priest/shaman/medium will either counsel or
heal with the help of the 'invisible' which they can see/hear/feel through ritual and state change,
or facilitate such sensibilities in their supplicants (Hancock, 2006). Western scholars of religion,
for the most part, see only what is printed in books or, superficially, fragments of whatever relics
have been preserved in the formalized religions of our culture.

What is the role of theories?
I believe that taking any sort of polarized position regarding empiricism vs. teleology or
counseling vs. research, etc., proves to be a disservice both to our help-seeking clients and to our
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scientific endeavors. That said, Laungani’s (2004) point about psychology’s needing to respect
its roots in philosophy and theory should be heeded, lest our discipline devolve into “cook-book
recipes,” superficial approaches from weekend seminars and hodge-podge practices borrowed
from self-help books and self-styled New Age healers. I think it is (to at least some degree)
advantageous for counselors to put aside theories when faced with the real-world issues
presented by their clients; this allows them to use their intuition instead, which embodies all that
they know, both theoretically and experientially. However, my assumption, in this judgment, is
that the counselor has learned all the applicable theories so well that they are embedded in his or
her subconscious. We should also consider Rychlak’s (2000) admonitions to remember that the
client is not some mechanical object, but must be considered ethically and within the
perspectives of well established teleology. Therefore, with those caveats, I would agree with
Strong (1991) that good counseling begins with valid underlying theory.

Necessary norms and standards
Values I hold as a scholar/practitioner.
I draw on the knowledge and perspectives of my peers and predecessors while, at the
same time, breaking new ground with my own original research. As scholar-practitioners, we
can't have the emotional constituent bias our work. For example, recalling the confirmation
hearings for the Judge Sotomayor Confirmation Process for Supreme Court Justice (2009), the
Republican senators made a great deal of political currency out of Ms. Sotomayor's references to
empathy and compassion, claiming that such sentiments would impair the objectivity of her
decisions as a Supreme Court justice.
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What then-judge Sotomayor was referring to was the need for justices to realize that their
decisions would directly affect people's lives -- who lives, who dies, who stays in prison, who
gets the money, who keeps their homes, whether there will be air to breathe, clean water to drink
-- really everything in our lives. The senators who attacked Sotomayor's statements claimed that
a justice could be objectively 'fair' only if s/he paid no regard to the human consequences. I see it
as my duty, as a scholar-practitioner in the field of psychology, to be ethical both to the human
consequences of research and to maintaining the validity of the science involved.

Challenges I expect to face in retaining those values
Building theories, models and conceptual frameworks. Anchin (2008) offers a
“unification psychology” for reducing the differences in meaning and significance across the
various fields of psychological research and practice. The author points out that manifesting this
endeavor would require the cooperation of a whole community of researchers. My concern is
that the task may prove to be so broad as to make such a unified study unwieldy and impractical.
Lukacs, et al. (2006) argue, seemingly, almost oppositionally to Anchin (2008), saying
that it is pluralism in methodology and analysis that will give the most theoretically correct
methods and results. The authors particularly advocate for multiple-hypothesis testing (contrast
analysis) so that realistic results can be obtained. Ultimately, Anchin and Lukacs, et al., are not
in conflict because they are addressing two different aspects of understanding.
Fischer, S. L. (2010) advocates for an “open context” in research so as not to get locked
into a particular interpretation or mindset, as befits the practitioner of gestalt methodology that
the author is. She points out that even gestalt (“taking the thing whole, just as it is”) is often cast
into a cognitive structure, and that this is detrimental both to the client and also to the science.
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Williams (1991) critiques Smedslund’s (2002) view of psychology as a science, pointing
out that it begs the question (“psychologism”): it criticizes the traditional view while relying on
its foundational premises. Williams thereby reminds me to check my own premises when
presenting my results or critiquing others’.

The nature of published research, and the publication process. According to Pan
(2008), the literature on a given topic may be qualitative or quantitative research, or it may be the
statement of a theory or a recommended methodology. The reviewer of such literature may be a
journal editor, an anthologist or a researcher compiling support for his own research, and must
evaluate each article critically, since errors of theory, methodology or data analysis may have
slipped through the peer-review or editorial process.
Ortinau’s paper (2010) discusses the process of publishing scientific articles, focusing on
marketing targets. The author offers several key objectives to this task: the article should convey
a clear and professional image, it should specifically address the editorial criteria of the target
journal, and it should honor the relevant research and editing traditions. Finally, the article
should clearly state its own limitations in terms of methodology, generalizability and analytical
methods.

The state of applied practices in counseling, consultation and research. Bloor
(2010) gives the example of the revelation that addicts were sharing needles in treatment centers.
This discovery caused conflict in the caregivers because being caught using drugs was grounds
for expulsion, but such expulsion would raise the risk of spreading HIV among the general
population instead of in the controlled environment of the center. The author advocates for
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choosing the greater good rather than a politically correct “zero tolerance” policy. I agree with
this viewpoint.
Laungani, P. (2004) argued that psychology, in attempting to be seen as a science, has
lost some of its meaning by moving away from its philosophical roots, but that recent trends in
psychology have moved too much away from the scientific rigor that gives the discipline
validity. I see my own task as balancing the two sides by being clear on my philosophical
foundations for theorizing, and then using precision and diligence in conducting my research.
Novoa & Hunt (2009) explore conflicts which arise from the practice of enhancing recall
of childhood events, producing synaesthesia. The authors point out that this method very often
produced false memories which disrupted the lives of the clients and their families. These
findings were augmented by Schooler & Engstler-Schooler’s (1990) research.

The cultural norms in the field of psychology in general. Church (2010) elaborates on
the different approaches that have to be taken for disparate cultures such as indigenous and urban
populations, and also among the various psychological disciplines from which to study them;
e.g., evolutionary, cross-cultural, inter-species and cultural psychologists). Church proposed an
integration of these various perspectives and further research that could assist in cross-cultural
and cross-discipline understanding.
In Gingerich, O. (2011), we find, by contrasting the beliefs of Darwin and Kepler, a
rationale to nature and the universe based on religious premises while conforming to
mathematics. Miller (2004) points out that it is very common for scientists and researchers to
have spiritual or religious perspectives without experiencing conflict because of that. My own
view is that we can never be free of the perspectives of our cultural conditioning, social
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traditions and the prevailing zeitgeist, even when we rail against them. For that reason, I take it
as one of my challenges to be aware of my beliefs and biases and take them into account in my
research and writing.

Current trends in the field of psychology
Gestalt Psychology
Gestalt psychology came about, in Germany, partly as revolt against Wundt’s methods
(Schultz & Schultz, 2008). Gestalt psychology, as expressed by Wolfgang Köhler, resented the
“elementistic” nature of Wundt’s philosophy. Gestalt brought back the concept and usage of
consciousness that behaviorism had discarded as unmeasurable and therefore useless, or needing
to be reduced to its elements. Gestalt psychologists accused Wundt of ignoring the fact that the
whole is more than the sum of its parts, although this was, to at least some degree, unfair in light
of Wundt’s ideas about creative synthesis. Although Gestalt is no longer considered to be a
“cutting edge” trend in psychology, it remains in wide use and encourages research along
intuitive lines; its limitations for scientific progress lie mainly in its somewhat weak theoretical
basis and difficulty in objectifying results (Fisher, 2010).

Humanistic Psychology
the humanistic psychology movement, spearheaded by Abraham Maslow and Carl
Rogers, saw behaviorism as too shallow and narrow to fully reveal the human personality, and
psychoanalysis as being too fixated on sexual or emotional fixations. The cornerstones of
humanistic psychology are Self-actualization and consciousness. To a great extent, humanistic
psychology committed suicide as an independent movement – its leaders conceded that they had
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not left a lasting or deep impact on the field of psychology. This was due to three main factors:
1) its adherents were predominantly therapists, out in the field working with clients, and not at
the universities publishing papers – so their discipline did not get the kind of recognition that
others did; 2) humanistic psychology missed its chance to be a remedy for what was missing in
behaviorism and in psychoanalysis, since these two fields were already transforming and
reacting to revolutions from within; and 3) some of the important contributions of humanistic
psychology were folded into the emerging cognitive psychology (Schultz and Schultz, 2008).

Psychedelics
The Multidisciplinary Association for Psychedelic Studies (MAPS) sponsors experimental
studies for legitimizing the use of psychedelics and marijuana in therapy. One example which is
gaining attention is the use of MDMA (Ecstacy) in the treatment of PTSD, not only in soldiers
returning from war, but also victims of sexual assault, violent crimes and tragedy (MAPS:
MDMA Research, 2010). In 1986, MAPS began to sponsor medical and psychological research
of psychedelic methodologies, and lobby the government for permits. Today there are numerous
studies of psychedelics, MDMA and marijuana showing great promise, although the U.S. lags
behind Europe in enabling such research. One obvious hindrance to scientific progress in this
area of research has been the government’s over-reaction to the public’s propensity to abuse
these substances (Lutz, 1997).

Cognitive Psychology
According to Schultz & Schultz (2008), cognitive psychology’s roots go back to the
Greek philosophers and to nineteenth-century British science theorists. Wundt originally
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focused on the creative process of the mind, as did (in their own ways) the structuralists and the
functionalists. Despite belonging to the behaviorist school, Guthrie protested that for at least
some human stimuli, mentalist or cognitive processes had to supplant purely mechanical
paradigms. Tolman, Carnap, Piaget and the gestalt movement also opened the door for the
cognitive movement to emerge. Miller did not want to over-define cognitive psychology, and set
up his institute “not in opposition to anything” but to explore the workings of the mind. Neisser
lumped in such mental processes as sensation, perception, memory, thought, symbol
manipulation and problem solving, but he also did not want to over-confine the discipline, and
looked for ways to take it into the real world. As opposed to behaviorism, cognitive psychology
wants to understand knowing and not just response to stimuli and, similar to gestalt, assumed
that individuals had an innate tendency to organize conscious experience (Schultz & Schultz,
2008). The principles of cognitive psychology have been useful in the study of neuroscience,
artificial intelligence and organizational management, to name a few.

Positive Psychology
Dr. Park (Laureate, 2005) explained that positive psychology complements other fields
by, instead of focusing on ways to fix things that are broken, offering positive outlooks and
alternatives, and then showing how much more could be accomplished from positive attitudes
and visions than from merely quelling fears and other negative emotions. As comforting as this
relatively recently formulated study sounds, it draws potential criticism for being scientifically
‘fuzzy’ and having a tendency to sweep problems under the rug.

Modernist and Postmodern Psychology
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According to Dr. Gergen (2005), modernist psychology could be seen as analogous to the
Enlightenment period of European culture, in that calls sacrosanct ideas into question in favor of
rationality, secularism, objectivity and progress. He also points out ‘truth’ as a value of
modernism, but then goes on to say that postmodern psychology sees truth as being relative,
according to cultural differences in describing reality. A significant breakthrough of
postmodernism is that therapists no longer need to think in terms of “mental disease” as
necessarily a negative, but could rather allow for positive differences in cognitive and perceptual
organization. The modernist approach to counseling problems would be to create a “professional
distance” from the client in order to analyze them and their situation as a problem or disease to
be remedied. In contrast, the postmodern therapist would probably treat the client and their
situation as an “alternative reality” and look for ways in which the client could accept their
condition as their lifestyle.

My vision of psychology
My specialization area
Within the main psychological branch of Cognitive Psychology, I propose a sub-branch
which, for now, I am naming Esoteric Psychology due to its roots in ancient mystical traditions
and also to its connections to such modern traditions as shamanism, sorcery, yoga, Zen
Buddhism and occultism. This field of study is not intended as some sort of compendium of
these arts and traditions, but an abstraction of the ideas and practices which foster access to
fabled higher states of consciousness, including what have been referred to as enlightenment and
cosmic consciousness, formulated as a teachable and practiceable system of scholarship. I intend
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for this branch to draw on the best practices of the existing branches of psychology, as well as
expand them with the new ideas I mentioned.
One of my interests is whether psychosis can be studied and treated as if it were an
induced non-ordinary state or set of states; that is, whether a patient who has been diagnosed as
having a form of durable or permanent schizophrenia can be conditioned or trained to shift and
control their states in something like the ways that shamans and sorcerers do, rather than with
‘traditional’ Western therapies like antipsychotic drugs, electroshock therapy, etc. Then my
hypothesis would be: At least some individuals with some forms of schizophrenia can be made
self-correcting (independent of psychiatric supervision) by being given tools and methods
usually associated with shamanism or sorcery.
Useful qualitative methodologies like Direct Observation and Unstructured Interviewing,
are described in Trochim & Donnelly (2008), and also in Bond, et al. (2009) and Friczewski
(2010), whereas Kirchner (2010) would be a good source for quantitative and combined
methodologies in this area of research. Studerus, Gamma, & Vollenweider (2010) provide a
more objective quantitative scale (OAV) for altered states. A classic source for suitable
quantitative methodologies is the longitudinal ADD study used widely in our statistics classes
(Howell, Heussy, & Hassuk, 1985). A good source for a methodology quantifying qualitative
research was Thiry (2009).
Another area is the difficulty people have had in reporting on phenomena experienced
during nonordinary states, once they had returned to normal, likely due to loss of access to
centers in the brain which are active during such states but not in ordinary consciousness
(Dijkstra & Misirlisoy, 2009; Novoa & Hunt, 2009; Bokde, et al., 2010). I plan to incorporate
numerous techniques, such as in Bond, et al. (2009), for improving dream and trance recall.
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I can say that my investigation is of the supernatural -- the invisible may indeed be
available to those who, first, have the internal 'vocabulary' (not necessarily in words) and
secondly, have a combination of, say, passion, reverence, humility and spiritual power for some
miraculous encounter (Pagels, 1989). We should not be surprised that such conditions can be
attained, since so many examples have been reported, not all of which have been explained
away.
I intend to objectify the internal material by classifying it with the help of traditional
spiritual disciplines (e.g., Zen, Taoism, Vedanta and “the fourth way”) along with the insights of
Cognitive Psychology, Gestalt, and Jungian distinctions. Some good help in methodology can
come from papers like Kirchner (2010), which synthesizes a long-term psychiatric study using
LSD-25. My paradigm is that each distinguishable (how that could be done might be the subject
of another paper, or part of the methodology section of my thesis) state of non-ordinary
consciousness has its own intelligence, its own perceptual senses and its own “world-shape” if I
may coin that phrase; the psychometric evaluatory system of Studerus, Gamma, & Vollenweider
(2010) could be helpful here. Of course I am thinking of states of religious ecstasy in which
visitations, miracles, healings and prophecies take place or, on the darker side, states home to
demons, ghosts and monsters – for the purposes of my study, it will not be necessary (nor
possible) to determine if these inhabitants or phenomena are real or imagined. What matters is
only that the perceptions and experiences have identifiable elements for those levels, and some
form of consistency. What will make this most interesting to me is whether such states can be
reproduced (or retraced) at will, thereby satisfying some of the requirements of the scientific
method, such as is enumerated in Rosenberg (2006).
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A preview of my planned methodology can be found in the dreamwork of Jung (Dixon,
2005; Giannoni, 2003) and approaches like Gestalt (Murray, 1991), wherein each symbol and
character in a dream can be ‘interviewed’ for its perspective, role, and insights about the
dreamer, or about someone or something of concern to the dreamer; papers like Quevedo (2009)
offer insights as to methodology. Going further, we can examine the transformations which
occur in passing from one dream to another, or from one dream state to another – particularly
lucid characteristics – and also how dreamers are trained not only to recall minute details of their
dreams, but to make ‘adjustments’ within their dreams and also stay aware, in some way, during
the shifts and changes of level; for example, when falling asleep within a dream, “waking up”
within a dream or, as happens in many instances, of carrying out specific tasks during dreaming,
tasks of will and tasks of psychic skill and power.
I can think of many ways in which this type of research can prove useful, both to
individuals and to the research community. On the individual level, it could revolutionize
therapies for many types of psychological dysfunction and also benefit those interested in
reaching their highest potential. In terms of science, this study could open up whole new ways
of seeing and treating cognitive issues, gradations of perception and understanding, and
breakthroughs in education and learning disorders. It might even give us ways to intentionally
tap fountainheads of genius.

How each facet of psychology can be strengthened
Conceptual frameworks. Benton (2010) explored the conceptual divisions between
Wallace and Darwin, on the roles of race, gender and eugenics, in endeavoring to find common
ground on the future of genetics.
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By means of the continuing evolution of psychology as a science of ideas and paradigms,
we scholar-practitioners can design increasingly better research foundations.
Model and theory building. Anchin (2008) believed that a unified theory could be
developed to integrate theory and philosophy of theory with the practical considerations of
psychotherapy practice and adherence to logical underpinnings guiding that practice. I see the
most effective idea as being to recognize what the models and theories, on a given subject, have
in common with each other, and use those commonalities to integrate my research plan, but then
to acknowledge the specific features of each perspective in order to make full use of it.
Research. Bokde, et al. (2010) advanced a field of research which particularly interests
me, in their cognitive study of amnesia and altered brain activation. Using various types and
rhythms of altered-brain activation, they were able to map memory locations to a more precise
degree than before, and also to advance therapeutic methods for restoring memory in amnesia
victims. Kirchner (2010) and MAPS (2010) exemplified the ground-breaking research that is
taking place in the revival of psychedelics as research and therapeutic tools.
Applied practices. Bloor (2010) provided a discussion of the socioethical
responsibilities of the practitioner, focusing on the positive results that researchers and therapists
should seek to attain. Rosnow & Rosenthal (1989) explore the strengths and weaknesses of
traditional statistical methods. Methodologists like Studerus, Gamma, & Vollenweider (2010)
are providing structure and precision to psychedelic and cognitive research.
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